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DIGITAL
MARKETING
PITFALLS
TO AVOID AT ALL COSTS

Marketing is not about

technology;
DEAR BUSINESS OWNERS
& MARKETING MANAGERS
We have two questions for you;

1
2

Are you currently spending more on marketing
than you make back?
Alternatively, even worse, are you unaware if
you are spending more than you are making
from your marketing?
If you answered yes to either of the above questions,
I am confident you will find extraordinary value in
what you are about to read.
If you answered yes to either of the above and
didn’t feel sick in the stomach, well you may have
more money than sense!
This short guide has been created to help
refocus businesses on the primary ingredients
of successful marketing. For this paper, success
can be defined as scalable digital marketing
which pays for itself (plus hopefully plenty more!).
You can have the best product or service in town,
but unfortunately, the real money in business isn’t
in your product or service, it’s in SELLING your
product or service.

It is about

returns.

Our hope is the following pages give you the
energy and focus needed to define and chase
down your digital goals leading to future sales
of your product or service.

MISTAKE

:

1

Shooting
without a target
“Optimising your efforts around
clear success metrics is key
to driving sustainable growth
across your full customer base.”

To answer the question of whether your
marketing is producing a return, you must
first gain an appreciation for unit economics.
Now before you slam your laptop shut and
go running out the door at the mention of
“economics” hear us out.
UNIT ECONOMICS IS:
“The direct costs and revenue associated with a business
outcome expressed on a single transaction basis.”
To gain an appreciation for whether your marketing is profitable
from a Unit Economics perspective, we must become familiar
with basic terms that will ultimately give clarity to your marketing
investment. To help explain the conditions you must understand
before committing another dollar to marketing I will provide
examples for a fictitious business, Bob’s Painting;

let’s begin...

Acquisition
Value

Cost per Lead (CPL)

The amount of revenue Bob receives from
painting one house, say $5,000.

Bob has enlisted the services of a local digital agency company for which he pays $2,000 per month to
market his business. This fee includes his digital spend and the agencies optimisation costs. From this
activity, Bob receives on average 15 leads a month. Bob’s Cost Per Lead is calculated as follows:

Bob earns $5,000 per job (one unit)

Average
Profit Margin
Percentage

The total cost of advertising/number of leads received from the marketing activity.
Example: $2,000 spend / 15 leads = $133.33 per lead
Bob is paying $133.33 for every lead he receives. Now we are ready to find the most critical metric Bob’s
Business his True Cost Per Acquisition.

The average gross profit Bob makes
from painting one house less the cost
of materials and general expenses.

Cost per Acquisition (CPA)

Bob spends $2,500 on paint leaving
$2,500 gross profit.
To find Bob’s profit margin percentage
(more on why this is important soon)
divide the money made by the total
revenue gained as follows;
($5,000 revenue - $2500 cost of sale) /
($5,000 sale) = 50%
Bob make 50% margin per job (one unit)

Break Even
Return on
Digital Spend
Bob understands that customers don’t grow on
trees, so to profitably market Bob’s Painting we
need to find out how much revenue Bob needs to
make for every dollar he places in marketing. To
do this, we can calculate the breakeven return on
digital spend as follows;
1/Average Profit margin (from previous step)
1/0.5 * 100 = 200%
In order or Bob to not lose money, he must
generate $2 for every $1 spent on digital marketing.
BINGO! Bob is now ahead of most his market by
understanding his break-even point for digital
spend. We now have a target for Bob’s business.
Target: Provide a return on digital spend of
$2 or more for every $1 spent!
Now we have a grasp on the most fundamental
of targets we can start to get tricky and uncover
the remaining vital goals that will ensure Bob’s
Painting stays in business for years to come.

Bob knows the cost of advertising is $2,000 for which he receives 15 leads. Now, to get Bobs CPA, we
need to understand his lead conversion rate. In Bob’s case, he knows through closely monitoring his sale
conversion rate that one in every four leads becomes a customer. Bob’s sales conversion rate is 33%.
To find Bob’s CPA we run the following calculations;
The total cost of advertising / (Leads * Sales Conversion Percentage)
$2000 / (15 * 33%) = $400 per new customer
Bob pays $400 per new customer (per unit)

Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)
Finally, we must understand the actual value of acquiring a customer. Through talking with Bob, we
uncover that although one unit (a job) is worth $5,000, Bob knows that on average each customer comes
back to use his services another two times.
Therefore, Bob’s projected revenue per customer is:
Average sale * Expected transactions
$5,000 * 2 transactions = $10,000
Bob’s customer lifetime value is $10,000.
Now you have the tools (thanks to Bob’s Painting) to appreciate if you are making suitable returns or not
via the unit economics framework you can better understand how much to spend while still being able to
generate positive returns.
Thanks, Bob!

MISTAKE

:
Taking a
shotgun
approach to
marketing

Now that we understand what you are spending
and more importantly can afford to be paying
to acquire a new customer it’s time to roll up
our sleeves and set our sights on whom we will
target. Without a clear marketing target defined
you will be wasting what it is a scarce and
limited commodity “your marketing budget.”

To effectively capture potential customer’s attention in a saturated digital world you must speak
directly to people hopes, fears, and dreams. To do this, you must be empathetic of your customer’s
needs. Let me repeat that, you must be empathetic to your customer’s needs. To effectively market
to your customers, you must understand them, once you know who your customers are you’re on
the path to earning their trust. Always remember;

Each of us is a
marketer, and each
of us has the ability
to make more change
than we imagined.
Our opportunity and
obligation is to do
marketing we are
proud of.

A transaction takes place
when value exceeds the price.
Below is a list of questions that will help in establishing empathy with your customers. Answering these basic
questions will help you better understand what actual value you are offering to the market.

1
3
5
7

What is your product /
service for?

What is the need your
customer has?

What story do you tell your
customer? Is it true?

How would your current
customers describe your
product / service?

2
4
6

Who is your product /
service for?

What are they afraid of?

How will your product /
service change your
customer’s status?

To get a head start on your answers try
visiting product/service related forums,
Facebook Groups, and YouTube channels
and reading the comments to see what
people are saying (both good and bad).

Once you are inside your customers head you are ready to complete the picture by reviewing the competition
to see what you are up against, comparing apples with apples rather than positioning your marketing against
a business, or worse, the business owner you think is your competition but is, in fact, swimming in another pool.
While there are numerous ways to uncover gaps in the market the following tips will help you get started
Through using Google and typing in a search term highly related to your industry you will be able to start
to see the dominant players in your market.
Our recommendation would be to Google five popular keywords to get an understanding of who regularly
shows up in both ads and organic listings.
Once you have a list of competitions, visit their websites and social channels to see what they are saying,
what they are offering and how active they are.
With this information, you can now effectively position your business against the market.

Traffic
MISTAKE

Problem
You may have the world’s most attractive website
but if no one visits what is the point? Just the
same as a car needs fuel your website needs the
traffic to help you convert leads into sales.

:
Denying
you have a
problem.
If your business is
producing more
money than you can
handle, great! If not,
YOU have a problem.

Traffic depends on two key elements, firstly the
audience size and how many opportunities exist
to be seen. In digital marketing, Impressions
represent the units of opportunity available.
Secondly, is your Click Through Rate (CTR). Your
CTR is how many people click your website listing
once they see it.
If you don’t have enough traffic, significant
pressure will be placed on your website to convert
and your sales team to close the deal.

Diagnosis
To understand if you have a traffic problem tools such as Google
Analytics will very quickly uncover if you have enough visitors coming
to your website regularly.

Prescription
If your traffic isn’t sufficient to sustain your business we recommend
investing time and resources in the three following areas:
1. Google Ads Search Campaigns
2. Facebook Ads
3. Search Engine Optimisation.

Conversion
Problem
Traffic is valuable and presents limited
opportunities depending on your budget, and
we will assume you do not have unlimited
marketing budgets. You must do all you can
with your website traffic.
Just the same way you would do everything
you could to service a potential customer who
walks into your bricks and mortar business
your website, or more specifically your landing
page must be leveraged to guiding visitors
to the information and outcome they were
seeking. If your website doesn’t speak directly
to the needs of your customers, you will see
high bounce rates, low conversion rates, and
wasted marketing budgets.

Diagnosis
To understand if you have a conversion problem tools such as Google
Analytics will very clearly uncover how many desired conversions
(email, phone, downloads) are occurring or not.

Prescription
If your conversions are not sufficient to sustain your business
using the unit economics framework we explained previously we
recommend investing time and resources in the following:
Design a dedicated landing page that speaks directly to the customer
desires uncovered in your market research. This landing page should
talk directly to your audience and be hyper-focused on one outcome.
This outcome could be a special offer, a download or an enquiry.

Leads

Problem
A common problem in marketing is the lack
of leads, or more specifically the absence
of a database. There are four main reasons
customers do not buy:
•

They don’t have the money

•

They don’t have a need

•

They are not in a hurry

•

They do not trust you

Marketers everywhere waste budgets by
expecting to close the deal on the first date;
this is not a reality! Like any relationship, leads
require nurturing to establish trust as your
customer moves from not problem aware through
to being ready to commit. If your message and
expectations do not match the customers’ needs
(remember empathy!) you are going to have a
leads problem.

Diagnosis
To understand if you have a leads problem is easy, answer this
question:
Do you have a standardised formula for qualifying, nurturing and
closing sales?
If your answer was no, you have a problem!

Prescription
Use email automation tools to build out considered communication
plans which nurture clients via offering real value.

1
SCENARIO

Now that we have established profitable
marketing metrics uncovered our target
market and realised we have a problem
(some greater than others!) it is time to
revisit Bob and his painting business to
demonstrate how being strategic with your
approach you can explode digital returns.

Bob the
Sales Hound

(Focusing on only those
looking to buy)

In the following scenario, Bob decides he doesn’t have the time to build trust with his customers;
instead he focuses all his marketing toward quick sales, let’s see how things play out:
Bob listens to our previous advice and uncovers his target market effectively which presents
the opportunity to be seen 5,000 times in a month;

Through understanding his market, Bob achieves a colossal click-through rate of 10% through
speaking directly to his markets needs and desires.
Bob’s 10% click-through rate delivers 500 clicks to his website.

Through adhering to this guide, Bob achieves a respectable onsite conversion rate of 3%
resulting in 15 new leads.
Bobs sales conversion rate for these leads is 33%, again a respectable result, which delivers Bob
5 sales or $25,000 in new revenue.
Let’s see what that does to Bobs results from a unit economics perspective.
Cost Per Acquisition (CPA): $2,000 / (15*0.33) = ~ $400.00

Now let us look at the same scenario with a change of focus
from closing immediate sales to building trust:

3
%
17
20 %

% Buying Now

RIO

Information
Gathering Aware
Problem Aware

60

% Not Problem

Bob the
Nurturer
(Focusing on the
whole market of
potential buyers)

Aware

In this scenario, Bob’s
impressions jump to 7,500;
Bob again achieves a massive click-through rate of 10% through speaking directly to his
markets needs and desires.
Bob’s 10% click-through rate delivers 750 clicks to his website.
Now, this is where things get interesting! Bob’s conversion rate drops to 6%, but given his traffic
has increased this is ok, here’s why;
Bob’s change of focus results in the tripling of leads received to 45 due to higher website traffic!

In the following scenario, Bob decides he
will build trust with his customers over a
period of one month, post enquiry, utilising
a pre-prepared email automation trails. This
process was designed to educate potential
customers on topics that provide value and
position Bob as an authority in his industry.

Cost Per Acquisition (CPA): $2,000 / (45*0.16) = ~ $285.00

Bob’s search visibility increase as he is able to
capture now not only traffic from those looking to
buy immediately (approximately 3% of the market)
but also those in the information gathering phase
and beyond (97% of the market).

Wow, just from nurturing website leads and focusing on building trust
over time Bob gained $10,000 in additional revenue and lowered his
CPA by ~$115.00, a fantastic result by anyone’s standards.

Bobs sales conversion rate also drops from 33% to approximately 16% due to commercial intent
being lower, which delivers Bob 7 sales or $35,000 in new revenue.
Let’s see what that does to Bobs results from a unit economics perspective.
Marketing Cost: $2,000

In closing, we have been able to uncover
the following gems:

1
3
5

How to calculate
your expenditure and
marketing targets
How to identify
market opportunities

Why you should change
your focus from quick
sales to building trust
with your customer

2
4

How to think like
your customer

Understand where
problems, as well as
opportunities, exist

Thanks to Bobs Painting we have
been able to understand how
powerful a considered marketing
campaign is for businesses.

The tactics contained in this paper will, if executed effectively, will lead your
business to sustainable long term competitive advantages resulting in profits
far beyond your current expectations.
Thank you for taking the time to learn more about digital marketing. If you
are interested in seeing how we would go about executing the above process
for your business, we will value the opportunity to earn your trust!

